Unit 6: Grandma on board
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In the texts
1

Read the text on pages 54 and 55.
Tick yes or no for each statement.
yes

no

a The text has made-up characters.		
b The text tells a story.		
c The text contains facts.		
d The text retells something that really happened.		
2 Underline the sentence you think is correct.
a The text is a procedure about how to knit.
b The text is an information report about pirates.
c The text is a narrative about a pirate’s grandmother.
3 Fill in the missing letters. Hint: see the dictionary on page viii.
A narrative starts with an in___ro___uc___io___. It also has a com___li___a___io___
and a res___lu___io___.
4 Draw the two main characters. Write captions for each one.
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Caption: _________________________

Caption: _________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

Read and learn
1

Answer these questions.
a Who is Grandma’s grandson?

		 _________________________________________________________________________________
b Where was Grandma spending her holiday?
		 _________________________________________________________________________________
c Why do you think Grandma makes the crew take a bath?
		 _________________________________________________________________________________
d What does Grandma make the crew do on Tuesday?
		 _________________________________________________________________________________
e How will Grandma change the ship?
		 _________________________________________________________________________________
2 a What is a compound word?
		 _________________________________________________________________________________
b Find three compound words in the text, eg spot/less
		 ___________ /___________

___________ /___________

___________ /___________

c Write some other compound words you know.
		 _________________________________________________________________________________
3 Use a dictionary to find out what these words mean.
a darn: ___________________________________________________________________________
b rigging: ________________________________________________________________________
c impress: ________________________________________________________________________
d shipshape: _____________________________________________________________________
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4 a What is a rhyming word?
		 _______________________________________________________________________________
		 _______________________________________________________________________________
b Find words on pages 54 and 55 that rhyme with these words.
		 cheek

week
___________________________

few

f_________________________

		 flip

a__________________________

soap

g_________________________

		 thinner

b__________________________

bend

h_________________________

		 find

c__________________________

dress

i__________________________

		 fade

d__________________________

feeds

j__________________________

		 band

e__________________________

gust

k_________________________

5 Write 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th to show the order of these events.
The crew mend their clothes and darn their socks.
Grandma says a few things need to change.
The crew takes a bath.
The crew roll up the ropes and fix the rigging.
Grandma walks onto Captain Red Beard’s ship.
6 Add punctuation marks to these sentences. You will need to use
full stops (.), quotation marks (“ ”), apostrophes (’) and commas (,).
a ___Oh___ it___s going to be a wonderful week at sea___ It___s just what
		 I need___ ___ she cried___
b ___Just little things___ ___ said Grandma___
c ___Cleaning as you go helps keep it spotless you know___ ___ she said___
d ___Dress to impress___ I always say___ ___ said Grandma___
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Your turn
1

What do you think happens next on Grandma’s
holiday? Write your ideas.
On Thursday …

A narrative tells a story.
It entertains, guides or teaches.
A story has a beginning, middle
and end. It has:
• a problem, or a character who
wants something
• one or more complications
• a resolution, where the problem
is resolved. It can be resolved in
a good or a bad way (a happy
or sad ending).

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
What else might

__________________________________________________________________________________
Grandma make the
crew do?

__________________________________________________________________________________
On Friday …

What else might
Grandma say to her
__________________________________________________________________________________
grandson and his
crew?

__________________________________________________________________________________

Write in the past
__________________________________________________________________________________
tense.

__________________________________________________________________________________
What happens

__________________________________________________________________________________
at the end of the
On Saturday …

story?

Is it a happy or sad
ending?
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
		 ___
__________________________________________________________________________________
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
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Subjects and verbs
1

Turn to pages x and xi for the information to finish these sentences.
a A verb is a d___________, f___________, th___________ or s___________ word.
b A subject is the person or thing that _____________.

2 Look at the pictures on pages 54 and 55.
a Write what the crew is doing.
		 walking, darning ________________________________________________________
		 ___________________________________________________________________________
b Write what Grandma is doing.
		 smiling, __________________________________________________________________
c Write what the flag is doing.
		 flapping _________________________________________________________________
d Write what the monkey is doing.
		 ___________________________________________________________________________
e Write what the ship is doing.
		 ___________________________________________________________________________
3 The words you wrote in question 2 are action verbs.
What are some things that YOU do?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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4 Find the subjects of these sentences by answering the questions.
Grandma walked on the ship.

Grandma’s luggage is very heavy.

Who walked on the ship?

What is heavy?

a ______________________________

b ______________________________

Draw the subject of the sentence. Draw the subject of the sentence.

“What kind of things?” asked

They mended their clothes.

Captain Red Beard.

Who mended their clothes?

Who asked the question?
c ______________________________

d ______________________________

Draw the subject of the sentence. Draw the subject of the sentence.

5 Circle the verbs in each of the coloured sentences above.

Done
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Assessment: Units 5 and 6
Print your name here:
(First name)

(Family name)

This is a test to see how well you understand There are three different ways to show your
what you have read, and to see what you
answer:
know about using language, spelling and
• Shade the bubble next to the correct
punctuation. It is also a writing test.
answer. O
• Write a word in a box. answer
Instructions
• Write a number in a box. 1
Read each question carefully. Some
questions will ask you to read a text from
another page in this book before answering.
Use a pencil. DO NOT use a pen. If you make a mistake, rub it out and try again.

Start of test
Read Lin Leads the Way on pages 46
and 47, and answer questions 1 to 4.
1

2

3
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Lin Leads the Way is from a
O poem.
O letter.
O narrative.

4 Who says “Looks like dancing”?
O Lin
O Lulu
O the Thai girl
5

What is the adjective in this
sentence?
A narrow path led to the doorway.
O narrow
O path
O doorway

6

What is the adjective in this
sentence?
They saw women in gold silk.
O silk
O gold
O women

Lin Leads the Way is
O nonfiction.
O fiction.
O neither.
Who says “What do you suppose
they’re looking at?”
O Lulu
O Ben
O the Thai girl

7

What is the adjective in this
sentence?
Thailand is an interesting country.
O country
O Thailand
O interesting

The spelling mistakes in these
sentences have been circled. Write
the correct spelling for each circled
word in the box.
8 Lulu pulled Ben threw the rain.

9 They saw a beutiful Thai girl.

10 The doorway was full of pepol .

Read Grandma on board on pages 54
and 55, and answer questions 11
to 15.
11

This text is from a
O procedure.
O newspaper report.
O narrative.

12 The character having a holiday is
O Captain Red Beard.
O the monkey.
O Grandma.

13 The setting of the text is
O a pirate ship.
O Grandma’s home.
O on a beach.
14 What does the underlined word
mean?
This place will be shipshape.
O a mess
O neat and tidy
O the shape of a ship
15 What does the underlined word
mean?
She made the crew fix the rigging.
O ropes and wires
O treasure
O deck
16 Which punctuation mark is missing?
Wash behind your ears__
O a comma (,)
O an exclamation mark (!)
O a question mark (?)
17 Which punctuation mark is
missing?
“What kind of things__” asked the
Captain.
O question mark (?)
O full stop (.)
O comma (,)
18 Which punctuation mark is
missing?
The Captain__s grandma was very
excited.
O comma (,)
O apostrophe (’)
O exclamation mark (!)
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Assessment: Units 5 and 6
19 Write the verb from this sentence:
They darned their socks.

20 Write the verb from this sentence:
Wash between your toes!

21 The subject of a sentence is the person or thing that
O acts.
O jumps.
O speaks.
22 Who or what is the subject of this sentence?
The crew rolled up the ropes.
O the crew
O Grandma
O the ropes
23 Who or what is the subject of this sentence?
Grandma said, “Dress to impress”.
O Grandma
O the dress
O Captain Red Beard
24 Who or what is the subject of this sentence?
The monkey carried the treasure.
O the treasure
O the pirate ship
O the monkey             
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25 Plan a narrative that is set on a pirate ship. Write notes in the boxes.

Who will the characters be?

What will happen at the start
of the story?

What will happen in the middle

What will happen at the end

of the story?

of the story?

Write the first paragraph of your narrative.
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